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Abstract

Background: Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) is becoming an attractive alternative to array-based methods for
genotyping individuals for a large number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Costs can be lowered by
reducing the mean sequencing depth, but this results in genotype calls of lower quality. A common analysis
strategy is to filter SNPs to just those with sufficient depth, thereby greatly reducing the number of SNPs available. We
investigate methods for estimating relatedness using GBS data, including results of low depth, using theoretical
calculation, simulation and application to a real data set.

Results: We show that unbiased estimates of relatedness can be obtained by using only those SNPs with genotype
calls in both individuals. The expected value of this estimator is independent of the SNP depth in each individual,
under a model of genotype calling that includes the special case of the two alleles being read at random. In contrast,
the estimator of self-relatedness does depend on the SNP depth, and we provide a modification to provide unbiased
estimates of self-relatedness. We refer to these methods of estimation as kinship using GBS with depth adjustment
(KGD). The estimators can be calculated using matrix methods, which allow efficient computation. Simulation results
were consistent with the methods being unbiased, and suggest that the optimal sequencing depth is around 2–4 for
relatedness between individuals and 5–10 for self-relatedness. Application to a real data set revealed that some
SNP filtering may still be necessary, for the exclusion of SNPs which did not behave in a Mendelian fashion. A
simple graphical method (a ‘fin plot’) is given to illustrate this issue and to guide filtering parameters.

Conclusion: We provide a method which gives unbiased estimates of relatedness, based on SNPs assayed by
GBS, which accounts for the depth (including zero depth) of the genotype calls. This allows GBS to be applied at
read depths which can be chosen to optimise the information obtained. SNPs with excess heterozygosity, often
due to (partial) polyploidy or other duplications can be filtered based on a simple graphical method.

Keywords: Relatedness, Genotyping-by-sequencing, Estimation, Genomic selection, Parentage, Kinship, Genomic
relationship matrix

Background
The calculation (via pedigree records) or estimation
(using genotype data) of relatedness either implicitly
or explicitly underlies most genetic analyses. Pedigree
relatedness is used in the improvement of agricultural
species and the elucidation of human diseases. More
recently, marker-based estimates have been used to
account for population structure in genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) [1] and to enhance

prediction of genetic merit [2] in agriculture through
‘genomic selection’ (GS). GS can be applied using an
explicit estimate of the genomic relatedness matrix
with genomic best linear unbiased prediction (GBLUP).
Many other methods have also been proposed and
although they might not explicitly use a relatedness
matrix, they rely on phenotype similarity coinciding with
marker similarity (i.e. relatedness) at specific locations on
the genome.
The first applications of GWAS and GS have relied

on genome-wide data generated using ‘SNP chips’—as-
says that give genotype results for a pre-defined set of
many thousands of single nucleotide polymorphisms
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(SNPs). An alternative method that is gaining popular-
ity is to use genotype calls on the basis of next gener-
ation sequencing. This is usually implemented by
sequencing a subset of the genome using restriction
enzymes and size selection, so that more reads (i.e.,
higher read depth) of the sequenced regions can be
obtained for a given sequencing effort [3]. The infer-
ence of genotypes from this method is often referred
to as ‘genotyping-by-sequencing’ (GBS), although this
term is also sometimes applied to deriving genotypes
from whole genome sequencing. The application of
GBS to plants has been reviewed by a number of au-
thors [4–7] who discuss laboratory protocols, bioinfor-
matics processes for genotype calling and the results
of analyses using those genotypes. The various proto-
cols allow different proportions of the genome to be
sequenced [8] and therefore flexibility in the number
of loci and the average read depth at an included gen-
omic location. The subset of the genome that is se-
quenced is considered to be well spread throughout
the genome; e.g., Poland et al. [7] conclude that GBS
SNPs are approximately uniformly spaced on the physical
genome (in wheat and barley). Therefore it is likely that
much of the genome will be in linkage disequilibrium with
SNPs assayed by this technique.
GBS is an attractive method for research in species

for which SNP chips have not been developed, as it
does not have the up-front development costs of the
SNP chips. It may also be used in species without a
reference genome sequence, although a reference gen-
ome is useful for sequence alignment, SNP ordering (if
imputation or GWAS are to be used) and for quality
control.
One drawback of GBS is that it is possible that only

one of the two alleles is seen, and that a heterozygous
individual is observed as homozygous. Also, if the
coverage of the sequenced region is low, there will be
many missing genotypes (much more than for SNP
chips which commonly have call rates in excess of
99 %). The usual analysis strategy is to filter the data
so that most genotypes are called with sufficient depth
to minimalize these errors and missing data (e.g. [6]).
For a given cost, this results in fewer individuals being
genotyped (to obtain greater depth per individual) or
fewer SNPs being available (discarding those which do
not pass the filtering step). However, Vela-Avitua et al.
[9] find that genomic predictions based on identity by
state methods benefit from having large numbers of
SNPs, while Gorjanc et al. [10] find that genomic pre-
dictions using GBS benefit from including more indi-
viduals with many SNPs at relatively low depth. We
investigate the implications of using GBS with low
depth when estimating relatedness and suggest strat-
egies for better relationship estimation. Our results

apply to both full sequence and sequence from a ran-
dom subset of the genome, but the latter is the more
likely route due to its lower cost.

Methods
Methods of moments estimators for a single SNP
Suppose a SNP has alleles A and B. Let g* denote the
genotype as observed, e.g. AA* denotes that only A al-
leles are observed (for an individual), including the case
where there is only a single read. Suppose

P AA�jABð Þ ¼ K
P AB�jABð Þ ¼ 1−2K
P BB�jABð Þ ¼ K
P AA�jAAð Þ ¼ 1
P BB�jBBð Þ ¼ 1

If allele reads are at random, and without error, then
K = 1/2k where k is the sequencing depth for the ob-
servation. For example, at k =∞, K = 0 and the ob-
served genotype is the true genotype. At k = 1, K = ½
and an AB genotype is seen as either AA or BB (each
with probability ½). There may be other plausible
models, for example ones where allele reads exhibit
clustering such that observed homozygosity is higher
(when depth exceeds one) than in the random reads
case, but which still have K = ½ when k = 1.
Let x be the number of A alleles (the score) in the ob-

served genotype (e.g. x = 2 for AA*).
Subscripts i and i' will be used to denote (joint) geno-

types or values relating to individuals i and i'. Let p be
the A allele frequency (assumed known). Some com-
monly used estimates of relatedness are based on the
quantities Sii0 ¼ ðxi−2pÞðxi0−2pÞ (for each SNP) [11]. We
now derive expected values of these quantities (separately
for the cases i = i ' and i ≠ i ').
If the individual has inbreeding F, then

P AA�ð Þ ¼ P AA�jAAð ÞP AAð Þ þ P AA�jABð ÞP ABð Þ
¼ P AAð Þ þ P ABð ÞK
¼ p2 þ p 1−pð ÞF þ 2p 1−pð Þ 1−Fð ÞK

P AB�ð Þ ¼ 2p 1−pð Þ 1−Fð Þ 1−2Kð Þ
P BB�ð Þ ¼ 1−pð Þ2 þ p 1−pð ÞF þ 2p 1−pð Þ 1−Fð ÞK

Joint observed genotypes can be written in terms of
joint true genotypes (assuming that the values of Ki and
Ki

0 are independent):
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The probabilities of joint true genotypes can be writ-
ten in terms of identity by descent measures (e.g. [12],
p209). In our notation, the required probabilities for a
biallelic locus are

P AAi; ;AAi
0

� � ¼ p δ þ 4γ þ 3Δ−7δð Þpþ 6 θ−2γ−Δþ 2δð Þp2½
þ 1−6θ þ 8γ þ 3Δ−6δð Þp3�

¼ p 1−pð Þ 1−6p þ 6p2ð Þδ þ 3p2 1−pð Þ2Δ
þ4p2 1−pð Þ 1−2pð Þγ þ 6p3 1−pð Þθ þ p4

P AAi; ;ABi
0

� � ¼ p 1−pð Þ½2 γ−δð Þ þ 6 θ−2γ−Δþ 2δð Þp

þ2 1−6θ þ 8γ þ 3Δ−6δð Þp2�

¼ 2p 1−pð Þ½ − 1−6pþ 6p2ð Þδ−3p 1−pð ÞΔ

þ 1−2pð Þ 1−4pð Þγ þ 3p 1−2pð Þθ þ p2�

P ABi; ;ABi
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¼ 4p 1−pð Þ½ 1−6pþ 6 p2ð Þδ þ 3p 1−pð ÞΔ−2 1−2pð Þ2γ

þ 1−6pþ 6p2ð Þθ þ p 1−pð Þ�

Further details about the quantities θ, γ, δ and Δ can
be found in [12], but in particular, θ is the coancestry,
also referred to as the kinship or half the relatedness,
between two (different) individuals. We now derive ex-
pectations of relevant quantities; full details are given
in Additional file 1.
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� � ¼ E xixi0

� �
−4pE xið Þ þ 4p2 ¼ 4p 1−pð Þθii0

Notice that EðSii0 Þ does not depend on the K, i.e. on
the sequencing depth. On the other hand, E(Sii) is
dependent on sequencing depth (unless F = 1 in
which case the individual is completely homozygous);
varying between 2p(1 − p)(1 + F) (for infinite depth)
and 4p(1 − p) (for depth one). The latter result shows
that E(Sii) increases with decreasing sampling depth—if
sampling depth is not taken into account, the diagonals of
the genomic relationship matrix will be inflated.
Rearranging the above equations, we obtain

2̂θ ii
0 ¼ Sii0

2p 1−pð Þ
F̂ i ¼ Sii−2p 1−pð Þ 1þ 2Kið Þ

2p 1−pð Þ 1−2Kið Þ
The divisor in the first of these equations is the one

that is used (for both the diagonal and off-diagonals)
when there are no depth issues for the genotype calls.
It is seen to be the variance of the scores, and therefore
the estimator is sometimes referred to as a correlation-
based estimator. We prefer to regard it as a methods of
moments estimator, with the denominator being chosen
to make the estimator unbiased.

Estimators using a sampled allele
We also consider an estimator which discards multiple
reads for a SNP and individual, by randomly sampling one
read from those available. Such an estimator may be more
robust to model assumptions and/or be diagnostic for data
that deviates from the model. However, when the model is
correct, because the estimator does not use all the
information, it will be more variable than one where all
reads are used. The calculations are carried out as above,
with k = 1, K = ½. For this estimator, E(Sii) = 4p(1 − p), i.e.,
it cannot be used to construct an estimator of F.

Estimators using many SNPs
The above methodology relates to a single SNP. Let j
index the SNP number, and where relevant (i.e., referring
to an individual) the above quantities will be subscripted
further by j. Let Z be the matrix (with number of rows
equal to the number of individuals and number of col-
umns equal to the number of SNPs) of centred genotype
scores, i.e. having elements (xij − 2pj), where i indexes
the rows (individuals) and j indexes the columns (SNPs).
Then a genomic relationship matrix (GRM) can be
calculated [11] as

G1 ¼ ZZ0

2
X

j
pj 1−pj
� �

If the allele frequencies are considered as known, then
from the above equations, off-diagonals of G1 have
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expected value 2θii’, the relatedness between the individ-
uals. Diagonal elements have expected values which de-
pend on the Kij (i.e. on the sampling depth at each SNP
for that individual). To correct this, we replace the diag-
onal elements of G by

X
j

Siij−8pj 1−pj
� �

Kij

1−2Kij

0
@

1
A=2

X
j
pj 1−pj
� �

so that it is an estimator of 1 + Fi (the relatedness of an
individual to itself ). Note that if K = ½, the denominator
in the first sum is zero. This relates to the case where
E(Sii) does not depend on F, i.e., contains no information
about F. Therefore, the two sums above are taken over
the SNPs where K > ½.
A second estimator, G3, (we have reserved the use of

‘G2’ for 2
nd GRM method of VanRaden [11], but do not

use it in this article) uses the sampled alleles combined
as for G1. As there is no information about self-
relatedness, the diagonals of this GRM are ignored.

Missing genotypes
If individuals are sequenced to a low depth, then many
genotypes will be missing. Common approaches for
dealing with missing genotypes are to replace them with
estimated values, either using imputation [13] or more
simply, by their population expected values (2p), some-
times referred to as ‘naïve imputation’ [14]. We propose
an alternative strategy, based on the assumption that
scored genotypes are a random sample across the gen-
ome. Elements of G are calculated using only those
SNPs which are scored in both of the corresponding in-
dividuals. Here we denote the matrices constructed in
this manner without and with the diagonal correction
described above as G4 and G5 respectively. We refer to
this fully corrected method of estimation (G5) as kinship
using GBS with depth adjustment (KGD).
A drawback of this approach is that the set of SNPs in

the calculation varies across relative pairs. An obvious
calculation strategy would be to loop through each pair
of individuals, take a copy of the genotype scores for
those SNPs where both individuals are scored, and cal-
culate the relatedness using those SNPs. However, soft-
ware which enables matrix calculations is usually
designed so that such computations are much faster
than element-wise calculations. A strategy to take advan-
tage of fast matrix computation (but that requires more
memory) is as follows. Firstly, missing values in Z are re-
placed by zeros. This means that any SNP that is missing
for either of a pair of individuals will not contribute to
their corresponding element in ZZ' (zero is added for
that SNP). Next create a matrix P0 with the same di-
mensions as Z with each row initially being identical

and containing the allele frequencies, but then replace
these by zero for individuals and SNPs with missing ge-
notypes. Also create a matrix P1 in the same way, but
using one minus the allele frequencies. Then

G4 ¼ ZZ0

2P0P1
0

will only use SNPs where both individuals are scored, as
required. The diagonals then need to be corrected, as
above, to obtain G5.

Simulation
Several small simulations were undertaken to illustrate
and compare methods. A set of 100 pairs of unrelated
parents were generated along with two (full-sib) off-
spring of each pair of parents. A set of 10,000 SNPs were
simulated with the allele frequencies sampled from a
Uniform(0,1) distribution. The SNPs were modelled as
being unlinked. Parent alleles were sampled from a
population with these allele frequencies, while progeny
received one of their parent’s alleles at random, and in-
dependently of the alleles received at the other SNPs
(i.e., no linkage). Once the genotypes were created, GBS
results were simulated by setting an average depth d (as-
sumed constant over SNPs and individuals) and drawing
kij alleles at random, with replacement, from the alleles
of individual i at SNP j, where kij ~ Poi(d) (i.e., a Poisson
distribution with mean d). Simulations were undertaken
for average depths 1, 2 and 8. Any SNP which had a
minor allele frequency of zero in the genotype or GBS
data was removed from the analysis. Relatedness esti-
mates which required a value of K used the random al-
leles calculation, K = 1/2k where k is the sequencing
depth for the observation. Means and standard devia-
tions (sds) of relatedness values were obtained over sets
of full-sibs, parent-offspring, between each pair of indi-
viduals present as parents (unrelated) and selfs, for the
various relationship matrix methods. We also calculate
mean sample ‘call rates’ (the proportion of SNPs with at
least one allele observed for that individual) and mean
‘co-call rates’ between pairs of individuals (the propor-
tions of SNPs called in both individuals). Although the
simulation of the full-sibs is not realistic in that it does
not account for linkage, the aim here was to generate
sets of individuals with a common level of relatedness,
to allow a benchmark for comparing methods.
Another set of simulations were run to investigate the

effect of sequencing depth on the sds of estimates, at a
fixed total sequencing effort. The total effort was quanti-
fied as the number of SNPs times the mean depth. Total
effort was fixed at 10,000 reads spanning a SNP and this
effort was spread over between 500 and 40,000 SNPs
(i.e. mean depth ranging from 0.25 to 20). For this
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simulation allele frequencies were sampled uniformly be-
tween 0.1 and 0.5 to ensure that all SNPs were retained
in the analysis (i.e. to remove any simulation variability
due to rare alleles being missing from the parents).
A third set of simulations investigated the effect of al-

lele frequency distribution on the sds. For this simula-
tion mean depth was fixed at 2 which gave near optimal
results in the previous simulation. All SNPs were mod-
elled as having the same allele frequency for a particular
run. Each combination of allele frequency, ranging from
0.01 to 0.5, and number of SNPs, ranging from 1000 to
50,000, was simulated. Only the G5 results are presented
from these last two sets of simulations.

Animals
The methods were also compared using a real dataset of
2203 Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar) which were part of
Stofnfiskur’s (http://stofnfiskur.is/) breeding programme.
The management of these animals has been approved by
the Icelandic Food and Veterinary Authority (MAST).
The dataset included fish from a cohort of 122 full-sib
families, each having a unique dam, but with 66 different
sires each siring 1–3 families. Genotypes were obtained
from all sires, 119 dams and 94 full-sib families (range
13–37 and average 18.9 progeny per family for a total of
1773 progeny). In addition, there were a set of 244 ‘un-
related’ fish (sequenced one to four times, average 2.5),
plus an ‘unrelated’ reference which was sequenced 27
times. Each time a sample was sequenced it consisted of
approximately 2 million 100 bp reads (see below) and
these sampled approximately 1.2 % of the genome or
30Mbp to an average depth of 5 fold.

Genotyping
Tissue samples for DNA extraction were collected in the
form of a fin clip from each animal which was stored in
96 % ethanol. A subsample of approximately 3 mm2 was
taken from each fin clip and stored in a 96 deep well
plate along with 50 μl of 96 % ethanol until required.
Prior to extraction, the tissue was air dried overnight to
remove all traces of ethanol and then the DNA was ex-
tracted following the high throughput tissue extraction
method as described by Clarke et al. [15]. The amount
and quality of the DNA was first examined via a Nano-
drop 8000 (Thermo Scientific, Weltham, Massachusetts,
United States) spectrophotometer. A subset of the ex-
tracted DNA samples were also visually assessed via
1.0 % agarose gel to ensure high molecular weight
DNA was present. Picogreen (Quant-iT™ Picogreen®

dsDNA Reagent, Cat P11495, Life Technologies, Carlsbad,
California, United States) fluorescence was utilised
to accurately quantify the DNA prior to generating
the restriction enzyme digest fragment sequencing
libraries. These GBS-libraries were prepared utilising

the PstI restriction enzyme following the method
outlined in Elshire et al. [3]. The oligonucleotides to
form the barcode adapters and common adapters
with PstI overhangs were purchased from MWG Operon
(www.operon.com) and the 96 barcodes were designed by
Deena Bioinformatics (http://www.deenabio.com/services/
gbs-adapters) (Additional file 2: Table S1). The adapters
were prepared and combined with 100 ng of DNA sample
as outlined in Elshire et al. [3]. Subsequent GBS-library
preparation was also carried out as described in Elshire et
al. [3] with the following exceptions. The PstI digest was
performed as follows: samples (DNA together with
adapters) were digested with 5 U PstI (New England
Biolabs, Ipswich, Massachusetts, United States) in 20 μl
volume containing 1x NEB CutSmart buffer and incu-
bated at 37 °C for 2 h followed by heat inactivation
(65 °C for 30 min). Following digestion, ligation was
carried out by adding a 30 μl ligase solution (containing
5 μl ligase buffer with ATP and 1 μl T4 ligase (NEB) and
incubating at 22 °C for 1 h followed by heat inactivation
(65 °C for 30 min). The individual barcoded samples were
combined (5 μl of each), purified using a commercial kit
(QIAquick PCR Purification Kit; Qiagen, Valencia, CA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions and eluted to
a final volume of 50 μl. The restriction fragment library
was then amplified in 4 individual reactions (total volume
of 50 μl, with 4 μl pooled barcoded DNA fragments, 1x
Taq Master Mix (NEB) and 25 pmol of each primer;
Additional file 2: Table S1), at 72 °C for 5 min, 98 °C for
30 s followed by 18 cycles of 98 °C for 30 s, 65 °C for 10 s,
72 °C for 30 s and a final Taq extension step at 72 °C for
5 min. The amplified sample pools were then combined,
purified as above, eluting in 35 μl of EB Buffer, and then
further purified utilising a Pippin Prep (SAGE Science,
Beverly, Massachusetts, United States) to select the DNA
sequencing library in the size range of 150-500 bp. The
library was eluted in 40 μl of the supplied buffer and
a 1 μl aliquot of a 1:5 dilution was evaluated on a
2100 Bioanalyser (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara,
California, United States) to establish the quality of
the library. The concentration was determined by
quantifying 1 μl of library on a Qubit Fluorometer
(Life Technologies, Carlsbad, California, United States).
Single-end sequencing (1x100) was performed on an
Illumina HiSeq2500 utilising v4 chemistry, yielding
approximately 25Gb of raw sequence data per lane.
Raw fastq files were quality checked using FastQC

v0.10.1 (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/pro-
jects/fastqc/). For each lane a random subsample of
10,000 reads was checked for contamination. The
subsamples went through adapter removal using cuta-
dapt [16] with setting -a AGATCGGAAGAGCGGTT
CAGCAGGAATGCCGAGACCGATCTCGTATGCCGT
CTTCTGCTT, then mapping onto the Salmo salar
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reference genome (Ssa_ASM_3.6, https://web.archive.org/
web/20141221033509/http://www.icisb.org/sequence) with
bwa version 0.7.9a-r786 [17] with default settings, except
bwa aln -B 10.
Between 124 k and 51 M raw reads were processed with

UNEAK, Tassel version 3.0.170, [18] to detect variants and
report reference and alternative allele counts at variant
sites. UNEAK settings used were (1) -UFastqToTagCount-
Plugin -c 1 -e PstI, (2) -UMergeTaxaTagCountPlugin -m
600000000 -x 100000000 -c 12, (3) -UTagCountToTagPair-
Plugin -e 0.03, (4) -UMapInfoToHapMapPlugin -mnMAF
0.03 -mxMAF 0.5 -mnC 0.1.

Analysis
The allele count data was analysed using the related-
ness estimation methods discussed above. Allele fre-
quencies were estimated using the total allele counts
from all reads. A number of additional quality control
(QC) diagnostics were also undertaken, and the data fil-
tered on the basis of these results, with relatedness esti-
mation applied both pre-filtering and post-filtering
using a variety of filters. Samples were examined for se-
quence depth. The SNP ‘call rates’ (the proportions of
individuals with at least one sequence read at each SNP

position) and their minor allele frequencies (MAFs),
based on genotype calls, were calculated. Hardy-Weinberg
disequilibrium (observed frequency of the reference allele
homozygote minus its expected value) was plotted against
MAF, using a colour gradient to illustrate SNP average
depth. We refer to this as a ‘fin plot’ because of the
shape of the boundaries (upper bound of MAF-MAF2,
lower bound of –MAF2). The recorded pedigree was
used to assess the effectiveness of the QC steps and of
the various relatedness estimates. Finally, parentages
which were not confirmed by the GBS results (using the
final chosen filtering steps) were assumed unknown.

Results
Simulation
Mean relatedness estimates for the different relationship
sets are shown in Fig. 1. Many of the method and sce-
nario combinations produced very similar means near
the true values of 1 (for selfs), 0.5 (for both full-sibs and
parent-offspring) and 0 (unrelated parents). This in-
cludes all the results (labelled ‘Chip’) using the true sim-
ulated genotypes (with G1) and the methods proposed
here for use with GBS data (G3 and G5). All methods
gave estimates close to zero for the unrelated.

Fig. 1 Mean relatedness estimates in simulated data using different methods. Mean estimates of relatedness for each individual with itself
(identity), all pairs of full-sibs, all parent-offspring pairs, and between parents. Each estimation method is shown in a separate panel. Estimates
using G1 with the actual genotype data are shown as ‘Chip’. The other panels show estimates using the different G matrix methods with simulated
GBS data. G4 results are only shown for the identity group (the method is the same as G5 for relatedness between individuals). The different
sets of ‘Chip’ results correspond to the different sets of GBS simulations (at different depths)
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Use of G1 with GBS data gave downwardly biased esti-
mates for pairs of related individuals (due to the inflated
denominator). This bias decreased with sequencing
depth and had essentially disappeared when d = 8. Use
of G1 with GBS data gave upwardly biased estimates for
self-relatedness. The bias is due to an inflated numerator
(not accounting for depth) which appears to exceed the
effect of the inflated denominator. The most bias was
seen at d = 2 and the least at d = 8. The use of method
G4 removes the inflation in the denominator, and so
results in more upwardly biased estimates for self-
relatedness than did the use of G1. Additionally correct-
ing for sample depth in the estimates for self-relatedness
(method G5) gives results very close to true values for all
the relationship types.
The standard deviations (sds) of the relatedness es-

timates for the different relationship sets are shown
in Fig. 2. The sds given here are across pairs of indi-
viduals, so will include any variation in relatedness in
that set of pairs. For the relationships examined, only
full-sibs have variation in their true relatedness, but
this will be very minor here, because the SNPs have
been simulated independently. Using the true simu-
lated genotypes (with G1; labelled ‘Chip’) gave the

lowest sds, while all the GBS methods except G3 gave
similarly low sds when d = 8. Among the GBS
methods, G3 gave the highest sds, followed by G5. How-
ever, these were the only two methods which gave un-
biased mean estimates. Their higher sds reflect in the
incompleteness of the GBS data which is not recognized
by G1 and G4. For these two methods the sds decreased
with increasing mean depth. However the sds for G3 with
higher depth did not approach those for genotype data
(shown as ‘Chip’ in Fig. 2) because increasing depth only
increases call rate and co-call rate for an individual or a
pair, i.e. the method never uses the full information at a
SNP, in contrast to G5 which is effectively using the
genotypes when depth is high.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between means and

sds of estimated relatedness and the mean depth of each
SNP when the total sequencing effort (number of SNPs
times mean depth) is fixed at 10,000. The mean related-
ness values show a small deviation from their expected
values at very low mean depth. This is possibly a conse-
quence of having estimated allele frequencies from the
sequence reads. At low depth, there will be fewer indi-
viduals scored for any particular SNP. For example, at
mean depth 0.25 each SNP was scored in 44 (of 200)

Fig. 2 Standard deviations of relatedness estimates in simulated data using different methods. Standard deviations of estimates of relatedness for
each individual with itself (identity), all pairs of full-sibs, all parent-offspring pairs, and between parents. Each estimation method is shown in a
separate panel. Results using G1 with the actual genotype data are shown as ‘Chip’. The other panels show results using the different G matrix
methods with simulated GBS data. G4 results are only shown for the identity group. The different sets of ‘Chip’ results correspond to the different
sets of GBS simulations (at different depths)
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parents, on average. By the time mean depth reached 1,
each SNP was scored in 127 parents on average.
The sds of estimated relatedness initially decline

rapidly with increasing mean depth, and then slowly
increase. For relatedness for pairs of individuals, the
minimum (smoothed) values are around a depth of 2
to 4. For self-relatedness the minimum value is near
a depth of 8, although any depth between 4 and 10
gave similar results. For self-relatedness, greater depth
is needed to ensure a reasonable proportion of SNPs have
depth of at least 2, which is the minimum required to
allow an estimate of inbreeding.
A contour plot of standard deviations of estimates of

relatedness for parent-offspring pairs (true relatedness
exactly 0.5) at a mean SNP depth of 2 is shown in Fig. 4.
It shows that around 30,000 SNPs with allele frequency
0.01 would be needed to obtain the same precision as
around 1100 SNPs with allele frequency 0.5. Similar re-
sults were found for full-sibs (not shown). Standard de-
viations of relatedness estimates between parents
appeared almost independent of the allele frequency,
while for self-relatedness 20,000 SNPs with allele fre-
quency 0.05 had similar precision to 1000 SNPs with
allele frequency 0.3 (not shown). The mean depth (2)
used in this set of simulations is not optimal for self-
relatedness (standard deviations about 30 % higher than at
the optimal depth), but a similar relationship between

allele frequency and number of SNPs would be expected
at higher depths.

Atlantic Salmon results
The sequencing and conservative bioinformatics process,
typical of what would be expected using a species with
no available genome sequence, resulted in 30,923 SNPs
for analysis. The mean SNP depth was 7.9 while 34 % of
animal by SNP combinations had no results. The mean
depths ranged from 0.38 to 38.10 for each animal, except
for the reference (mean depth of 89.06). Although there
was a wide range (partly due to some animals being run
more than once), none appeared to be ‘outliers’, so all
were retained for further analysis. The distribution of
MAFs is shown in Fig. 5 and shows that the highest
density of SNPs had high MAF (near 0.5), while low
MAF (close to the 0.03 cut-off set in the bioinformatics
process) SNPs were also common.
G5 estimates of relatedness are shown in Table 1. The

initial analysis (‘All’) did not filter the data after the bio-
informatics step. Estimates for pairs of related animals
were lower than their pedigree relatedness (i.e. lower
than 1 for identity, and lower than 0.5 for both full-sibs
and for parent-offspring). Estimates for pairs from the
offspring cohort having different parents were higher
than their pedigree relatedness of 0. This latter result
could be due in part to relatedness among parents as

Fig. 3 Means and standard deviations of relatedness estimates with constant sequencing effort. Means (.Mean) and standard deviations (.SD) of
G5 estimates of relatedness for each individual with itself (ident), all pairs of full-sibs (FS), all parent-offspring pairs (PO), and between parents
(betwPar) at different mean depths, with the total sequencing effort held constant at 10,000 reads
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the pedigree provided did not show ancestors further
back than parents. Here we use pedigree relatedness as
the gold standard, but note that there may be errors in
pedigree recording, which would tend to make the full-
sib and parent-offspring sets less related, on average,
than that given by their recorded pedigree.

The diagonals of G5 (self-relatedness estimates) were
plotted against the log-transformed mean depth for each
sample as a diagnostic for the effectiveness of the depth
adjustment used in G5. This is shown for the ‘All’ analysis
in Fig. 6, and shows that estimates of self-relatedness in-
crease with sequencing depth, an unexpected feature.

Fig. 5 MAFs of the salmon data. Distribution of minor allele frequencies (MAF) for the Atlantic salmon data

Fig. 4 Standard deviations of relatedness estimates by numbers of SNPs and their allele frequencies. Contour plot of standard deviations of G5

estimates of relatedness for all parent-offspring pairs when using sets of SNPs with the same allele frequency, for different allele frequencies and
different numbers of SNPs, sequenced to a mean depth of 2. Axes are on the log scale
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In view of these unexpected results, further diagnos-
tics were undertaken, including a ‘fin plot’ (Fig. 7). The
upper edge of this plot has a high density of low depth
(coloured grey) SNPs. These will have a depth of 1 in
many individuals, in which case the corresponding ob-
served genotype is a homozygote, and therefore they
appear near the upper boundary of maximum homozy-
gosity (at the given MAF). There is a region of inter-
mediate depth SNPs near the middle of the plot (i.e.
disequilibrium near zero). Finally there are many high
depth (coloured blue) near the lower boundary, i.e.,
with maximal heterozygosity (at the given MAF), and
many of these have high MAF. It is quite likely that the
latter group represents calls from regions of genome
duplications or repetitive regions. These regions would

tend to have at least double the apparent depth than
SNPs from the other regions. Atlantic salmon has been
found to have many such regions [19]. Any putative
SNPs in these regions will not follow Mendelian (dip-
loid) inheritance, as assumed in the development of the
relatedness estimates used here.
We have tried various filters based on this plot, such

as proportional closeness to the lower boundary or a
cut-off based on level of Hardy-Weinberg disequilib-
rium. The best results (in terms of giving relatedness es-
timates the closest to the pedigree-based values) of those
investigated was to remove SNPs with Hardy-Weinberg
disequilibrium below −0.05 (although a cut-off of −0.10
was only marginally worse). These results are shown in
Table 1 as analysis ‘HW-.05’. This filter has improved

Table 1 Mean relatedness estimates. Mean G5 relatedness estimates for animals with the same pedigree relatedness

Relationship group

Analysisa Number of SNPs Identity Full-sibs Parent-Offspring Non-sib Offspringb Differencec

All 30,923 0.732 0.318 0.314 0.110 0.208

HW-0.05 24,899 1.001 0.362 0.350 0.016 0.345

MAF.48 27,866 0.881 0.384 0.378 0.136 0.248

HW-.05sub 24,899 1.014 0.454 0.461 0.014 0.447
aAll: Including all SNPs passing the bioinformatics thresholds; HW-0.05: removing SNPs with Hardy-Weinberg deviations of less than −0.05; MAF.48: removing SNPs
with MAF of at least 0.48; HW-.05sub: method HW-0.05, but removing any recorded offspring with an ‘HW-.05’ relatedness with one of its recorded parents of less
than 0.25
bAll pairs of offspring from families with distinct parents (i.e. having a different sire and different dam)
cThe difference between the full-sibs and the non-sib offspring columns

Fig. 6 Self-relatedness estimates without SNP filtering. G5 estimates of self-relatedness, from the analysis with no SNP filtering (‘All’), plotted
against log-transformed sample depth
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the estimated relatedness for all groups, with higher
values than the ‘All’ analysis for identity, full-sibs and
parent-offspring pairs, and lower estimated relatedness
for non-sib offspring pairs. The filter has also removed
the relationship between the estimate of self-relatedness
and the mean depth for the animal (Fig. 8). The mean
depth for the filtered SNPs was 3.3.
Although the plot of MAF suggests that it is only high

MAF SNPs that may be causing a problem, a filter dis-
carding SNPs with MAF ≥ 0.48 (Analysis ‘MAF.48’) did
not perform as well as HW-0.05 (Table 1). Although this
filter improved estimates for full-sibs and parent-
offspring pairs, it had higher estimates for non-sib off-
spring, and identity estimates were lower than for HW-
0.05 and still showed a relationship with SNP depth
(data not shown).
Even after filtering, the relatedness estimated between

related pairs was lower than expected. Examination of
the distribution of relatedness estimates for parent-
offspring pairs, using ‘HW-.05’ showed a bimodal distri-
bution (Additional file 3: Figure S1), with peaks near 0
and 0.5. This suggests that there have been some errors
in assignment (possibly parentage recording and/or
sample tracking). The relatedness statistics were recal-
culated after removing any recorded offspring with an
‘HW-.05’ relatedness with one of its recorded parents
of less than 0.25. These are shown in Table 1 as ‘HW-
.05sub’. This resulted in relatedness values close to the

expected 0.5 (or higher) for parent-offspring and for
full sib pairs, compared with the full set of animals
(HW-0.05); estimates for other relationships remained
at similar values.

Discussion
The cost of sequencing has declined rapidly, especially
with the introduction of ‘next generation’ sequencing
technology. For many applications, a promising cost-
effective strategy is to use DNA barcoding combined
with ‘genotyping-by-sequencing’ (GBS) which allows
many samples to be sequenced for a subset of the gen-
ome [3]. GBS is particularly attractive for species for
which other high-throughput technologies (such as SNP
arrays) have not been developed.
GBS has already been investigated for genomic predic-

tion in a number of species, such as wheat [20],
Drosophila, [21], maize [22], soybean [14], spruce [23]
and ryegrass [24] with mean depths ranging between 1
and 11. Often SNPs below a particular call rate are dis-
carded, while missing genotypes are imputed using a
range of algorithms, including naïve imputation. Studies
comparing imputation methods generally found little
difference in terms of genetic value prediction accuracy
(e.g. [20]). Crossa et al. [22] found that a ‘nonimputed’
method (naïve imputation with the VanRaden [11]
weighting adjustment) gave similar results to a more
sophisticated imputation method. Most studies used

Fig. 7 Fin plot for all SNPs. ‘Fin plot’ for analysis ‘All’. Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium is plotted against MAF. Points are shaded from grey (low
SNP depth) to blue (high SNP depth)
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GBLUP, but other prediction methods were also investi-
gated. In general there was little difference between
methods in prediction accuracy.
It is unclear whether these studies would find im-

proved accuracies using the methods recommended
here. Given that alternative prediction methods gave
similar accuracies, it is possible that these other methods
suffer from similar issues as when using a GRM (via
GBLUP), but that the effects of (e.g.) naïve imputation
and not adjusting self-relatedness for depth are indirect.
Alternatively, the corrections we propose here may not
affect prediction accuracy unduly. This is supported by
the simulation study of Gorjanc et al. [10], who found
that (using a ridge regression model, which can be
equivalent to GBLUP [25]) with a large number of SNPs
(at least 60,000) genotyped by GBS, genomic prediction
accuracy did not decline until the mean SNP depth
dropped below 1, despite our findings that mean SNP
depths of 1–2 have important effects on the GRM G1.
Nevertheless it would seem sensible to make the adjust-
ments proposed here, so that the GRM correctly reflects
the relatedness. Further research is needed to investigate
similar adjustments for other prediction methods.
We have shown that naïve imputation leads to down-

wardly biased estimates of relatedness. Any imputation
method that is better at recovering the true genotype is
likely to have less bias, but this needs further investiga-
tion. An attraction of GBS is that it can be applied with

minimal genomic information, so imputation methods
that do not require knowledge of SNP order [26, 27], or
that cater for low call rates associated with low depth
GBS [28], are being developed.
When relatedness estimation is used only for data

auditing, the focus is on a pair of individuals, and cal-
culations are based on only those SNPs scored in both
individuals [29]. We have taken this approach to dealing
with missing genotypes, and have shown that naïve
methods can produce severely biased estimates. VanRaden
[11] proposed an adjustment to the GRM by weighting
each individual based on which SNPs are missing, so is
not specific to the pair of individuals under consideration.
We applied this method in our first simulation (compar-
ing GRM methods) for the case with mean depth 1. We
obtained exactly the same result for self-relatedness as
method G4 (which adjusts for missing SNPs, but not SNP
depth). For self-relatedness there is only missingness for
one individual to consider. However, the method only
partly improved estimates of relatedness for full-sibs and
parent-offspring groups (mean relatedness estimate of
0.31 for both groups). Other researchers have also noticed
issues with GRM constructed from GBS data. Pérez-
Enciso [30] found that estimates were ‘distorted’ in GRM
from low depth (4) simulations. Ashraf et al. [31] and Cer-
icola et al. [24] noted inflated diagonals and shrunken off-
diagonals and have proposed adjustments. Ashraf et al.
[31] also noted that the inflated diagonals led to inflated

Fig. 8 Self-relatedness estimates after SNP filtering. G5 estimates of self-relatedness, from the analysis with SNPs having Hardy-Weinberg
disequilibrium less than −0.05 removed (Analysis ‘HW-0.05’), plotted against log-transformed sample depth
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estimates of genetic variance. Gorjanc et al. [10] found in-
flated or shrunken estimates of genetic merit (depending
on the number of SNPs in training and validation) and
that these effects were more pronounced at low coverage.
This was despite fixing genetic and residual variances at
their true values.
We have considered the estimation of relatedness

using a popular method (the G1 GRM). Theoretical
investigations showed that an adjustment was neces-
sary for the diagonals of the GRM. We also argued
that the divisor of each element in the GRM should
only use SNPs that are in the corresponding calcula-
tion for the numerator. The adjustments were corrob-
orated by a small simulation, where estimates of
relatedness appeared to be unbiased, except at very
low depth. The downward bias at low depth (Fig. 3)
could be due to poorer estimation of allele frequen-
cies (due to a lower number of observations for each
SNP)—this was supported by a further simulation
using the true value of the allele frequency in the cal-
culations, which showed about a 10 or 50-fold reduc-
tion in bias for parent-offspring and full-sibs,
respectively (Additional file 4: Figure S2). Our calcula-
tions have assumed that allele frequencies were
known, while in practice they must be estimated,
often from the same data. Allele frequency estimates
based on larger samples are preferred, and for this
reason we included the available non-family fish as
well as the family sets when estimating allele frequencies.
These allele frequencies were based on allele counts,
rather than genotype counts (equal weighting for geno-
typed individuals). In this analysis these options gave simi-
lar results, but appropriate weighting for genotypes based
on variable depths is a topic for further research. The issue
of appropriate allele frequencies has been discussed by
Powell et al. [32] and Makgahlela et al. [33].
Many other estimators of relatedness are available,

including some based on the methods of moments
[11, 29, 34–36]. We expect that adjustments similar to
those proposed here for G1 could be applied to these
alternatives, but this would need to be investigated for
each GRM.
We have shown that the numerator of the off-

diagonal elements of G1 has an expectation which
does not depend on the depth, provided that, at a
given depth, the probability of observing a single al-
lele type (inferred as homozygous genotype) is the
probability of that genotype inflated by a constant K
(and conversely, the probability of observing a hetero-
zygote is decreased by 2 K from the true value). This
includes the random sampling situation with K = 1/2k,
where k is the depth. It also includes cases where ob-
servations of alleles are not independent, but are
‘clustered’, i.e. for a true heterozygote, the probability

of a second read being the same as the first read is
greater than 0.5. It is possible that this is actually the
case, as random imbalances in allele numbers could
be exacerbated during DNA amplification. In any
case, we have shown that this will not affect the esti-
mation of relatedness between two individuals.
On the other hand the diagonal elements of G1 has an

expectation which does depend on the depth, and we have
shown how to correct this and demonstrated this correc-
tion in simulations using K = 1/2k in both the simulation
and the calculations. The application of this method to real
data found self-relatedness estimates which, after some
SNP filtering, did not appear to be related to the mean
depth of the individual. More research with additional data
sets at varying depths is needed to investigate whether
there is clustering in allele reads, but this initial evaluation
suggests that there is not a strong clustering effect.
We are hopeful that our methods will place less reli-

ance on filtering data for low SNP call rates or low
depth, as is common in the studies using GBS cited
above. Our application of these methods to a real data
set has demonstrated that SNP filters should be investi-
gated, but to exclude data that deviate from the assumed
model (e.g., of Mendelian inheritance). Atlantic salmon
are known to have a genome which duplicated relatively
recently, and still has regions of tetraploid inheritance
[19]. This was evidenced by the ‘fin plot’ which showed
many SNPs had near maximal heterozygosity for their
given MAF. The filters we applied are just an illustration
that appropriate filtering is likely to improve estimates.
Optimal filters are likely to depend on the GBS methods
(including differences in their mean depths) and on the
species.
Although filtering for excess heterozygosity appears to

have improved the estimation of relatedness, by giving
results that better agree with the recoded pedigree, we
still found estimates which appear to be low for highly
related fish (full-sibs or parent-offspring). This could
partly be due to incorrect assignment of samples to
pedigree (either pedigree recording errors or sample re-
cording errors). This is supported by the observation
that some parents have very low estimated relatedness
(near zero) with all or some of their putative progeny.
Removing putative parent-offspring pairs where the
mean estimated relatedness was less than 0.25 improved
the mean estimated relatedness to 0.46 (analysis HW-
.05sub). These possible mis-assignments are still under
investigation, but it appears that the GBS results have
been useful in identifying these issues. Another reason
for depressed estimates of relatedness is genotyping
error and regions with non-Mendelian inheritance. We
have tried to reduce errors in the data by excluding low
MAF SNPs at the bioinformatics step, however, there
are likely to still be some errors. Further investigation is
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required to see if allowing for sequencing error can
improve estimates. If it is not possible to eliminate the
effects of error and non-Mendelian inheritance, one pos-
sibility would be to use estimates of relatedness that are
regressed towards pedigree-derived values (after appro-
priate pedigree cleaning), along the lines of the third
GRM method given by VanRaden [11].
Li et al. [37] argue that low depth (around 2–4) sequen-

cing (allowing more individuals to be genotyped for the
same cost) is a good strategy for GWAS. Gorjanc et al.
[10] reached a similar conclusion for GS studies, finding
that optimal prediction accuracy was obtained with low
depth (around 1–2) sequencing of many individuals.
These conclusions are in contrast to Pérez-Enciso [30],
who found that a depth of 4 was too low, giving distorted
GRMs. This situation should be ameliorated by using the
methods proposed here. For between individual relation-
ship estimation, our simulations suggest an optimal depth
of 1–5 if the total sequencing effort is fixed (here the
trade-off is between number of SNPs and SNP depth), i.e.
low depth is desirable. Estimation of self-relatedness was
optimised at a higher depth (5–10). This is because obser-
vation of both alleles of a SNP are needed for informing
self-relatedness, whereas only a single observation is
needed at a pair of individuals to inform between individ-
ual relatedness. The choice of depth for GBS studies will
depend on the purpose of the study and what other re-
sources are available. Studies which rely on allele fre-
quency estimates of groups such as diversity studies are
likely to benefit from lower sequencing depths and more
individuals. However, in contrast it will be more difficult
to estimate inbreeding with low coverage, but there may
be other resources which can assist, e.g. pedigree informa-
tion, or genomic methods that are based on runs of
homozygosity [38] using SNPs with moderate coverage.
The latter method requires a genomic map.
Our third simulation shows that it is mainly higher

MAF SNPs that are contributing to the estimation of re-
latedness. Therefore it is likely to be beneficial to remove
very low MAF SNPs (e.g. at the SNP calling step) as
these may contain a high proportion of incorrect reads.
A possible drawback of our method is that it does

not guarantee a GRM that is positive semi-definite, and
so may not be invertable, which is a requirement for
GBLUP. This will need investigation on a case by case
basis. It may be possible to modify a non-invertible
GRM to make it invertible [39] with only minor
changes to the elements of the GRM. Another ap-
proach might be to take advantage of methods which
require only a submatrix of the GRM to be inverted
[40]. Individuals corresponding to that submatrix (e.g.
the parents) could be sequenced at higher depth, while
the other individuals (e.g. the selection candidates)
could be sequenced at lower depth.

It may be possible to extend the approach to calculating
GRM using GBS data outlined here to include calculations
of linkage disequilibrium and linkage estimators. Such
extensions or alternative approaches [41] would further
enhance the utility of these low coverage sequencing
approaches to genotyping. Currently sequencing is still
relatively expensive so sequencing and analytical technolo-
gies that can sample restricted regions of the genome at
low and variable depths but still provide accurate and
unbiased data via simple methodology have a significant
place for routine use to genetically improve agricultural
species and for conservation genetics.

Conclusions
We have addressed two major impediments to widespread
use of genotyping by sequencing for routine use: the first is
the ability to calculate unbiased estimates of the GRM
using low coverage sequencing where genotypes are often
missing and genotypes are probabilistic. The method makes
maximal use of the available genotype data, is computation-
ally efficient via use of matrix algebra and does not depend
on problematic solutions such as imputation. Optimal
sequencing depths for both relatedness and inbreeding
were then calculated by simulation and the technique was
also validated on a large real data set of pedigree recorded
animals. The second impediment are SNPs with non-
Mendelian inheritance based on observed GBS genotypes.
A simple graphical method is given to illustrate this issue
and to suggest an appropriate filter so they can be excluded
from the GRM calculations. This works well for fixed dif-
ferences between segmental duplications or allo-tetraploidy
and also identifies SNPs that are segregating in one of the
duplicated genome copies.

Availability of supporting data
R software for undertaking the calculations described
here, example data and output are available from
https://github.com/AgResearch/KGD.git.
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